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pandemic has impacted upon Black, Latinx, and Indigenous
transparency, integrity of revenue administration, budget formats,
communities and the way we see race relations in the United States. and processes including performance budgeting, and capital
The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the significance of U.S.
budgeting.
health inequalities, which the World Health Organization defines as Subject Collections
"avoidable [and] unfair." It has also highlighted structural racism, Library Journal
specifically, institutions, practices, values, customs, and policies that The European Union in International Politics
differentially allocate resources and opportunities so as to increase Trauma Stewardship
inequity among racial groups. Navarro and Hernandez therefore Historical Dictionary of Palestine
argue that the COVID-19 pandemic has unleashed a race war in
Education and the Construction of National Identity
Fully endorsed by Oxford Brookes University, this book
America that has further marginalized communities of color by
Humanities
provides an international directory and handbook of
limiting access to resources by different racial and ethnic minorities, Motivating the SEL Field Forward Through
education. Aimed at parents and business executives it
particularly women within these communities. Moreover, the
Equity looks for a deeper critical
provides up-to-date information on education systems
systemic policies of the past that upheld or failed to address the
understanding of the role of social and
worldwide, as well as practical advice and guidance on
emotional learning (SEL) as a lever for
making the best choice. It also gives a detailed directory of unequal social conditions affecting Blacks, Latinxs, and other
minorities have now been magnified with COVID-19. The volume equitable access to the competencies and
institutions throughout the world.
concludes by offering recommendations to prevent future
skills individuals will ultimately need to
This book explores the development of the Palestinian
Liberation Organization (PLO) from a liberation movement humanitarian crises from exacerbating racial divisions and having a be successful in school, work, and life.
This beloved bestseller—over 180,000 copies
to a national authority, the Palestinian National Authority disproportionate impact upon ethnic minorities. This timely
volume will be of great interest to those interested in the study of
sold—has helped caregivers worldwide keep
(PNA). Based on intensive fieldwork in the West Bank,
race and the social impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic in the
themselves emotionally, psychologically,
Gaza and Cairo, Nigel Parsons analyzes Palestinian
spiritually, and physically healthy in the
internal politics and their institutional-building by looking at United States.
face of the sometimes overwhelming traumas
the development of the PLO. Drawing on interviews with Inquiry and the Literary Text will help newcomers and veterans
alike make the most of student discussion and inquiry in
they confront every day. A longtime trauma
leading figures in the PLO and the Palestinian Authority,
classrooms from middle school to high school to college. The
worker, Laura van Dernoot Lipsky offers a
delegates to the negotiations with Israel, and the
Palestinian political opposition, it is a timely account of the contributors--secondary and college practitioners--offer theory- deep and empathetic survey of the oftengrounded, classroom-tested approaches for literature study in
unrecognized toll taken on those working to
Israel/Palestine conflict from a Palestinian political
which students engage in democratic dialogue and practice
make the world a better place. We may feel
perspective.
tired, cynical, or numb or like we can
This report reviews recent evidence on U.S.-based social authentic, collaborative inquiry. The book opens with a concise
primer on discussion-based classes (seminars) and inquiry-focused never do enough. These, and other symptoms,
and emotional learning (SEL) interventions for K-12
instruction. It then moves into three main sections that provide
affect us individually and collectively,
students to better inform the use of these interventions
ideas to invigorate discussion and inquiry in any classroom, and it sapping the energy and effectiveness we so
under the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The
closes with an annotated bibliography of suggested readings.
desperately need if we are to benefit
authors discuss the opportunities for supporting SEL
humankind, other living things, and the
under ESSA, the standards of evidence under ESSA, and Pennsylvania Parent-teacher
Public Financial Management Reform in the Middle East and
planet itself. In Trauma Stewardship, we
SEL interventions that meet the standards of evidence
North Africa
are called to meet these challenges in an
and might be eligible for federal funds through ESSA.
The School Choice Roadmap
intentional way. Lipsky offers a variety of
International Education Handbook
simple and profound practices, drawn from
Delicious Vegan Recipes for Under $30 a Week, in Less The No Club
From Oslo to Al-Aqsa
modern psychology and a range of spiritual
Than 30 Minutes a Meal
Journal
traditions, that enable us to look
A Great American Immigration Story
Plant-Based on a Budget
carefully at our reactions and motivations
Library Literature & Information Science
European Cinemas in the Television Age is a radical attempt to and discover new sources of energy and
Executive Summary
rethink the post-war history of European cinemas. The authors renewal. She includes interviews with
Sustainability as a Multi-criteria Concept
Financial Accounting for Local and State School Systems approach the subject from the perspective of television's impact successful trauma stewards from different
on the culture of cinema's production, distribution, consumption walks of life and even uses New Yorker
"The dramatic and compelling story of the transformation of
and reception. Thus they indicate a new direction for the debate cartoons to illustrate her points. “We can
America during the last fifty years, told through a handful of
about the future of cinema in Europe. In every European country do meaningful work in a way that works for
families in one suburban county in Virginia that has been utterly
us and for those we serve,” Lipsky writes.
television has transformed economic, technological and
changed by recent immigration. In the fifty years since the 1965
Immigration and Nationality Act, the foreign-born population of aesthetic terms in which the process of cinema production had “Taking care of ourselves while taking care
been conducted. Television's growing popularity has drastically of others allows us to contribute to our
the United States has tripled. Significantly, these immigrants are
societies with such impact that we will
not coming from Europe, as was the case before 1965, but from all reshaped cinema's audiences and forced governments to
leave a legacy informed by our deepest
corners of the globe. Today non-European immigration is ninety introduce policies to regulate the interaction between cinema
wisdom and greatest gifts instead of
and television in the changing and dynamic audio-visual
percent of the total immigration to the US. Americans today are
burdened by our struggles and despair.”
vastly more diverse than ever. They look different, speak different environment. It is cinematic criticism, which was slowest in
"Across the country, many parents today
coming to terms with the presence of television and therefore
languages, practice different religions, eat different foods, and
have more choices for their children's
most instrumental in perpetuating the view of cinema as an
enjoy different cultures. In 1950, Fairfax County, Virginia, was
isolated object of aesthetic, critical and academic inquiry. The education than ever before. If you are
ninety percent white, ten percent African-American, with a little
recognition of the impact of television upon European cinemas starting the process of finding your
more than one hundred families who were 'other.' Currently the
African-American percentage of the population is about the same, offers a more authentic and richer picture of cinemas in Europe, child's first school-or if you want to
choose a new learning environment-The
but the Anglo white population is less than fifty percent, and there which are part of the complex audiovisual matrix including
School Choice Roadmap is for you. This
are families of Asian, African, Middle Eastern, and Latin American television and new media.
first-of-its-kind book offers a practical,
Examines how the United States should improve its
origin living all over the county. A Nation of Nations follows the
jargon-free overview of school choice
lives of a few immigrants to Fairfax County over recent decades as counterinsurgency (COIN) capabilities through, for example,
policies, from public school open
much greater focus on understanding jihadist strategy, using
they gradually 'Americanize.' Hailing from Korea, Bolivia, and
Libya, these families have stories that illustrate common immigrant civil measures to strengthen the local government, and enabling enrollment to private school scholarships
and more. It breaks down the similarities
local forces to conduct COIN operations. Provides a broad
themes: friction between minorities, economic competition and
and differences between traditional public
discussion of the investments, organizational changes, and
entrepreneurship, and racial and cultural stereotyping. It's been
multilateral arrangements that the United States should pursue schools, public charter schools, public
half a century since the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act
magnet schools, online public schools,
changed the landscape of America, and no book has assessed the to improve its COIN capabilities.
impact or importance of this law as this one does, with its brilliant Local budgeting serves important functions that include setting private schools, and homeschooling. Most
priorities, planning, financial control over inputs, management importantly, The School Choice Roadmap
combination of personal stories and larger demographic and
offers a seven-step process that will help
of operations and accountability to citizens. These objectives
political issues."--Publisher information.
you harness the power of your own intuitiongive rise to technical and policy issues that require open
The COVID-19 pandemic has disproportionately affected
discussion and debate. The format of the budget document can and your own expertise about your child's
communities of color while highlighting the prevalence of
uniqueness-to help you find a school that
facilitate this debate. This book provides a comprehensive
structural racism in the United States. This crucial collection of
reflects your family's goals, values, and
treatment of all aspects of local budgeting needed to develop
essays, written by leading scholars from the fields of
priorities. The School Choice Roadmap is an
sound fiscal administration at the local level. Topics covered
communications, political science, health, philosophy, and
include fiscal administration, forecasting, fiscal discipline, fiscal optimistic, empowering book that cuts
geography, explores the manifold ways in which the COVID-19
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colleagues. And so, they vowed to say no to requests that pulled them away
poverty, and advanced strategies for securing the powerful and
policing the poor in South Africa and Palestine/Israel over the last 20 from the work that mattered most to their careers. This book reveals how
years. Clarno places these transitions in a global context while arguing their over-a-decade-long journey and subsequent groundbreaking research
showing that women everywhere are unfairly burdened with “nonthat a new form of neoliberal apartheid has emerged in both
countries. The width and depth of Clarno s research, combined with promotable work,” a tremendous problem we can—and must—solve. All
organizations have work that no one wants to do: planning the office party,
wide-ranging first-hand accounts of realities otherwise difficult for
screening interns, attending to that time-consuming client, or simply
researchers to access, make Neoliberal Apartheid a path-breaking
helping others with their work. A woman, most often, takes on these tasks.
Social and Emotional Learning Interventions
contribution to the study of social change, political transitions, and
In study after study, professors Linda Babcock (bestselling author of Women
Under the Every Student Succeeds Act
security dynamics in highly unequal societies. Take one example of
Don’t Ask), Brenda Peyser, Lise Vesterlund, and Laurie Weingart—the
World in Figures
Clarno s major themes, to wit, the issue of security. Both places have original “No Club”—document that women are disproportionately
New Developments and Applications
generated advanced strategies for securing the powerful and policing asked and expected to do this work. The imbalance leaves women
Putting a Stop to Women's Dead-End Work
the racialized poor. In South Africa, racialized anxieties about black overcommitted and underutilized as companies forfeit revenue,
European Cinemas in the Television Age
productivity, and top talent. The No Club walks you through how to
crime shape the growth of private security forces that police poor
Eat vegan—for less! Between low-paying jobs, car troubles, student loans, black South Africans in wealthy neighborhoods. Meanwhile, a
change your workload, empowering women to make savvy decisions about
vet bills, and trying to pay down credit card debt, Toni Okamoto spent
the work they take on. The authors also illuminate how organizations can
discourse of Muslim terrorism informs the coordinated network of
most of her early adult life living paycheck to paycheck. So when she
reassess how they assign and reward work to level the playing field. With
security forcesinvolving Israel, the United States, Jordan, and the
became a vegan at age 20, she worried: How would she be able to afford
hard data, personal anecdotes from women of all stripes, self- and
Palestinian Authoritythat polices Palestinians in the West Bank.
that kind of lifestyle change? Then she discovered how to be plant-based on
workplace-assessments for immediate use, and innovative advice from the
Overall, Clarno s pathbreaking book shows how the shifting
a budget. Through her popular website, Toni has taught hundreds of
authors’ consulting Fortune 500 companies, this book will forever change
relationship
between
racism,
capitalism,
colonialism,
and
empire
has
thousands of people how to eat a plant-strong diet while saving money in
the conversation about how we advance women’s careers and achieve
generated inequality and insecurity, marginalization and
the process. With Plant-Based on a Budget, going vegan is not only an
equity in the 21st century.
securitization
in
South
Africa,
Palestine/Israel,
and
other
parts
of
the
attainable goal, but the best choice for your health, the planet—and your
This report combines a comparative cross-country analysis using Public
world."
wallet. Toni's guidance doesn't just help you save money—it helps you save
Expenditure and Financial Accountability (PEFA) data along with
For
much
of
the
past
century,
the
conflict
between
Israelis
and
time, too. Every recipe in this book can be ready in around 30 minutes or
individual country case studies to examine the relative strengths and
Palestinians has been a defining feature of the Middle East. Despite weaknesses of public financial management practices in the Middle East
less. Through her imaginative and incredibly customizable recipes, Toni
empowers readers to make their own substitutions based on the ingredients billions of dollars expended to support, oppose, or seek to resolve it, and North
they have on hand, reducing food waste in the process. Inside discover 100 the conflict has endured for decades, with periodic violent eruptions, Constructing Discussions in the English Classroom
of Toni's "frugal but delicious" recipes, including: • 5-Ingredient Peanut of which the Israel-Gaza confrontation in the summer of 2014 is only The Costs of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Butter Bites • Banana Zucchini Pancakes • Sick Day Soup • Lentils
the most recent. This executive summary highlights findings from a Teacher Agency for Equity
and Sweet Potato Bowl • PB Ramen Stir Fry • Tofu Veggie Gravy Bowl
study by a team of RAND researchers that estimates the net costs and 7 Steps to Finding the Right School for Your Child
• Jackfruit Carnita Tacos • Depression Era Cupcakes • Real Deal
Palestinian State Formation
benefits over the next ten years of five alternative trajectories a twoChocolate Chip Cookies With a foreword by Michael Greger, MD, PlantInquiry and the Literary Text
state solution, coordinated unilateral withdrawal, uncoordinated
Based on a Budget gives you everything you need to make plant-based
Neoliberal Apartheid
unilateral
withdrawal,
nonviolent
resistance,
and
violent
uprising
eating easy, accessible, and most of all, affordable. Featured in the
This book examines the role of education in building a new
compared
with
the
costs
and
benefits
of
a
continuing
impasse
that
groundbreaking documentary What the Health
Palestinian state, and especially on the role and function of the
evolves in accordance with present trends. The analysis focuses on
Includes statistical tables.
education system in the process of state formation. Since education
Sustainability is a fairly old concept, born in the 18th century in the field of economic costs related to the conflict, including the economic costs of frames a people’s identity, the nature of the education system
security. In addition, intangible costs are briefly examined, and the
forestry, within a mono-functionality perspective. The concept has
affects how Palestinians relate to their state. Through education the
considerably evolved in the last few years towards a multi-functionality
costs of each scenario to the international community have been
Palestinian Authority (PA) transforms the parameters of identity to
context, with applications reported in practically all areas of economic
calculated. The study's focus emerged from an extensive scoping
serve the requirements of state-building and the peace process.
interest. On the other hand, modern sustainability is a complex problem,
exercise designed to identify how RAND's objective, fact-based
International assistance to the PA affects all of these processes
for two reasons: a) The multiplicity of functions of a very different nature
approach might promote fruitful policy discussion. The overarching through the disbursal of political rent, whose primary function is to
involved in the process and b) The manner in which different segments of
goal is to give all parties comprehensive, reliable information about
bolster the PA and to keep the peace process going. The new
the society or stakeholders perceive the relative importance of these
available choices and their expected costs and consequences. Seven Palestinian Authority has assumed two seemingly contradictory
functions. For the above reasons, a realistic approach for dealing with the
key findings were identified: A two-state solution provides by far the functions: state building and resistance, and the dynamic tensions
sustainability issue requires taking into consideration multiple criteria of
different nature (economic, environmental and social), and in many cases best economic outcomes for both Israelis and Palestinians. Israelis
between the two raise key questions for political and policy analysis.
would
gain
over
two
times
more
than
the
Palestinians
in
absolute
within a participatory decision making framework. This book presents a
Are these functions mutually exclusive or complementary in the
collection of papers, dealing with different theoretical and applied issues of terms $123 billion versus $50 billion over ten years. But the
context of the ongoing peace negotiations, and state-building? Can
Palestinians would gain more proportionately, with average per capita the Palestinian leadership transform the Palestinian national
sustainability, with the help of a modern multi-criteria decision-making
theory, with a single as well as several stakeholders involved in the decision- income increasing by approximately 36 percent over what it would
movement from a revolutionary organization to a pragmatic state
making process. Hopefully, this material will encourage academics and
have been in 2024, versus 5 percent for the average Israeli. A return apparatus? Are the PLO and the PA interchangeable? What type of
practitioners to alter their research in this hot and vital topic. After all, the to violence would have profoundly negative economic consequences
power does the PA need to cultivate the support, or to secure the
sustainable management of the environment and its embedded resources is for both Palestinians and Israelis; per capita gross domestic product
compliance, of the Palestinian people for the state-building project?
one of the most important, if not the major challenge of the 21st century.
would fall by 46 percent in the West Bank and Gaza and by 10
Clearly, the answers to these questions have a direct bearing on the
Local Budgeting
percent in Israel by 2024. In most scenarios, the value of economic
education system. Will this system promote a resistance identity or a
An Overview of Regional Experience
opportunities gained or lost by both parties is much larger than
state-building legitimizing identity
The Palestinian Economy in Transition
expected
changes
in
direct
costs.
Unilateral
withdrawal
by
Israel
from
"War, border closures, violence, and unemployment have hampered
Palestine (West Bank and Gaza) Education System and Policy Handbook
the
West
Bank
would
impose
large
economic
costs
on
Israelis
unless
Volume 1 Strategic Information and Developments
the Palestinian economy for over a decade. Despite these obstacles
the international community shoulders a substantial portion of the
An Everyday Guide to Caring for Self While Caring for Others
and setbacks, the future outlook is optimistic." Based on the research
costs of relocating settlers. Intangible factors, such as each party's
Fragmented Foundations
of the Palestine Economic Policy Research Institute (MAS), the
security and sovereignty aspirations, are critical considerations in
1962
World Bank, and other organizations, 'Development Under
understanding and resolving the impasse. Taking advantage of the
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month,
Adversity' reviews the development of the Palestinian economy since
Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035,
economic opportunities of a two-state solution would require
the 1993 Declaration of Principles. The Palestinian economy has
(called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
substantial investments from the public and private sectors of the
enormous potential. Its general development indicators, including life
An index to library and information science literature.
international community and from both parties.-expectancy, literacy, and child mortality rates, are among the best in
Roy Ginsberg links the contexts and sources of EU foreign policy actions
Free Speech and False Speech
the Middle East and North Africa. The book identifies the conditions
with the processes and outputs of decision making, and then examines how
The American School Board Journal
under which the Palestinian economy can grow. They include trade
outsiders view the EU. He combines a synthesis of the literature with
A Guide to Special Book Collections and Subject Emphases as
channels that reduce the economy's reliance on Israel; the creation of
primary interviews and case studies that document the reach of and limits
Reported
by
University,
College,
Public,
and
Special
Libraries
in
the
a more efficient civil service; more investment-oriented public
to the EU's influence.
United States and Canada
War by Other Means--Building Complete and Balanced Capabilities for
expenditure; and more resourceful support from NGOs in the
Political Deception and Its Legal Limits (Or Lack Thereof)
Counterinsurgency
delivery of health, education, welfare, and infrastructure services.
The Racial Inequality of Marginalized Communities
The Color of COVID-19
'Development Under Adversity' provides historical background, an
Motivating the SEL Field Forward Through Equity
Evidence Review
objective examination of recent economic and political
The Politics of the Palestinian Authority
RAND Counterinsurgency Study--Final Report
developments, and a comprehensive analysis of the contribution that

through the confusion in K-12 education-so
that you can give your children every
opportunity to succeed in school and in
life"-Appropriation Hearings

This book provides educators with a conceptual framework to explore and
develop authenticity and agency for equity. In response to growing
cynicism within the field of education, Raquel Ríos argues that in order
to become authentic agents of change, teachers must take a stance of
This book examines the history of the legal discourse around political mindful inquiry and examine the role of a teacher within the broader sociofalsehood and its future in the wake of the 2012 US Supreme Court political context. By utilizing the six principles of Conscientious
Engagement, teachers can expand their awareness of the power of
decision in US v. Alvarez through communication law, political
language and thought, the complex nature our professional relationships,
philosophy, and communication theory perspectives. As US v.
and how we channel energy in ways that can impede or strengthen our
Alvarez confirmed First Amendment protection for lies, Robert N.
work for equity. Full of real-world stories and input from practitioners in
Spicer addresses how the ramifications of that decision function by
the field, this book helps teachers of all levels develop the skills and
looking at statutory and judicial handling of First Amendment
confidence to grapple with tough philosophical and ethical questions
protection for political deception. Illustrating how commercial speech related to social justice and equity, such as: What is poverty consciousness
is regulated but political speech is not, Spicer evaluates the role of
and what responsibility do we owe students who come from poorer
deception in politics and its consequences for democracy in a
communities? How does racist ideology impact our thinking and practice
contemporary political environment where political personalities,
in education? How can we tap into an evolutionary consciousness and
partisan media, and dark money donors bend the truth and abuse the collective purpose in order to transform how we advocate for equity? How
can we expand our professional network for the integration of new ideas?
virtue of free expression.
How can teachers really make a difference that matters, a difference that
This is the first comparative analysis of the political transitions in
extends beyond the four walls of the classroom?
South Africa and Palestine since the 1990s. Clarno s study is
In this “long overdue manifesto on gender equality in the workplace, a
grounded in impressive ethnographic fieldwork, taking him from
practical playbook with tips you can put into action immediately…simply
South African townships to Palestinian refugee camps, where he
priceless” (Angela Duckworth, bestselling author of Grit), The No Club
talked to a wide array of informants, from local residents to
offers a timely solution to achieving equity at work: unburden women’s
policymakers, political activists, business representatives, and local
careers from work that goes unrewarded. The No Club started when four
and international security personnel. The resulting inquiry accounts women, crushed by endless to-do lists, banded together to get their work
for the simultaneous development of extreme inequality, racialized
lives under control. Running faster than ever, they still trailed behind male
Who's who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges
Palestine/Israel and South Africa After 1994
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Historical Dictionary of Palestine, Second Edition contains a
chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography.
The dictionary section has more than 800 cross-referenced
entries on important personalities as well as aspects of the
country's politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and
culture.
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the donor community can make toward alleviating poverty.
Throughout its analysis, the book focuses on the human
consequences of economic uncertainty. It studies the social and
household costs of border closures, and includes complete chapters
about the education and health sectors. The result is a book that will
be relevant to a wide range of institutional and private lenders, as
well as to anyone with a general interest in the well-being and future
of the Palestinian economy.
Palestine Education System and Policy Handbook
Education and Chronic Crisis in the Occupied Palestinian Territory
A Nation of Nations
Census of Governments: 1962: Government in (State)
Development Under Adversity
A Framework for Conscientious Engagement
Baptism by Fire

